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Abstract. Let ¡7 be a Riemannian foliation on a closed oriented manifold

M , with the transversal Laplacian AB acting on the basic forms £lrB(&~) of

degree r > 0 . We construct the fundamental solution e'B(x, y, t) for the basic

heat operator d/dt + AB , and prove existence and uniqueness for the solution

of the heat equation on RB(A?). As an application we give a new proof for the

deRham-Hodge decomposition theorem for AB in Q.rB(^), generalizing the

approach to the classical deRham-Hodge theorem pioneered by Milgram and

Rosenbloom.

1. Introduction

Let A? be a foliation on a closed oriented manifold M given by an exact

sequence of vector bundles

O^L^TM-^Q^O,

where L is the tangent bundle and Q the normal bundle of y. The basic

subcomplex QB = ÇlB(^) of the deRham complex QM is given by the forms

co satisfying i(X)co = 0 and 6(X)co = 0 for all tangent vector fields X e TL.

The exterior differential d on QM restricts by the Cartan formula d(X) =

di(X) + i(X)d to a differential dB: Q'B —► Q'Bl. The basic cohomology HB =

HB(AAF) = H(ClB, dB) plays the role of the deRham cohomology of the leaf
space M/AF of the foliation.

Let y be a Riemannian foliation on M. A holonomy invariant transversal

metric gQ then gives rise to a basic Laplacian AB = dBôB + ôBdB : CÏB —*

Qg for all r = 0, ... , q up to the codimension q of the foliation. For the

purposes of this paper we will use throughout a bundle-like metric gM with

basic mean curvature form zc, i.e., k e iilB (see §2). The formal adjoint

SB: SlB —► iïB ' and therefore the Laplacian AB: ÇfB ̂  (AlB explicitly involve

the mean curvature form. The harmonic basic forms A%fB of degree r are

defined as the kernel of AB on QB .
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For a given form a0e(AlB , consider the initial value problem

(1.1) ~a(x, t) =-ABa(x, t),     lima(x, t) = a0(x).

The main results of this paper can then be stated as follows.

Theorem. Let AAF be a transversally oriented Riemannian foliation on a closed

oriented manifold (M, gM). Assume gM to be a bundle-like metric with k e

ÇlB. Then the following hold.

(i) There exists a unique solution a 0/(1.1), given in terms of the funda-

mental solution erB(x, y, t) of the basic heat operator d/dt + AB by

a(x, t)=      eB(x,y, t)A*a0(y).
Jm

(ii) Denote a(x, t) = [PB(t)a0](x). Then there exists a uniform limit

limPB(t)a0 = HBa0enrB,

and HBa0 is AB-harmonic.

(iii)  The form
/•OO

GBa0=   /      iPBit)aO-HBao)dt
JO

is well defined, and gives an operator GB : Q.rB —► Q^ satisfying

a0 = ABGBa0 + HBa0-

The finite-dimensionality of A%AB = kerAß is a consequence of the proof-

method. The identity in (iii) implies in usual fashion the orthogonal decompo-

sition

Q.B = imdB® imèB® ßffB

and the isomorphism HB = ^B .

There are two published proofs [EH, KT2] of the deRham-Hodge decompo-

sition theorem in ÇfB . The proof in [EH] does not involve the mean curvature

assumption stated above. But the fundamental estimates necessary in certain

applications, as, e.g., in [KRT], seem inaccessible through that method. On the

other hand, the proofs in [KT2] and in this paper, using an explicit elliptic ex-

tension of AB to the full deRham complex, do provide the necessary control to

prove the desired estimates.

For the case of a point foliation, the heat equation approach described above

is Milgram and Rosenbloom's approach to the classical deRham-Hodge decom-

position theorem [MR]. A stochastic interpretation of this can be seen in Yosida

[Y]. The new technical aspect in the present context is that the basic forms do

not constitute all sections of a vector bundle, and the usual elliptic theory does

not apply directly. The technical device to handle this situation is to extend

AB: 0.B(^) -> ÇlB(A?) to a genuine elliptic operator Â: QM -> Q.M on the
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full deRham complex, and to exploit the standard elliptic theory for À. An

explicit construction of such an extension was given in [KT2]. This is where the

assumption of the basic mean curvature is involved (see §2). The authors do

not know if the construction of the fundamental solution of the heat equation

holds in a more general context. But what is known is that the mean curvature

hypothesis holds for the following interesting classes of foliations: Riemannian

submersions for appropriate metrics, E. Cartan's isoparametric families of sur-

faces, and foliations by the orbits of isometric Lie group actions. A typical

example of the latter kind is the flow defined by a nonsingular Killing field.

The mean curvature form is invariant under the flow, hence constant along the

orbits.

In the construction of the fundamental solution eB(x, y, t) of the basic

heat operator d/dt + AB , the necessary convergence properties arise from the

existence of the strongly elliptic extension À (see §4). However, since À need

not be selfadjoint, this does not directly follow from corresponding properties

of the fundamental solution of the heat operator d/dt + A. For the case of

basic functions (forms of degree 0) treated in [EK] these difficulties do not

arise, since the ordinary Laplacian already preserves basic functions. In this

case no assumption on the mean curvature is needed.

Comparing the heat flows e~tA" and e~' , an important consequence of

these constructions is the Invariance Theorem 4.11, stating that e~ acting on

the full deRham complex QM leaves the subcomplex QB invariant, and coin-

cides on £lB with e~' B. This constitutes a parabolic version of Hadamard's

descent method for hyperbolic equations [H].

We expect that this heat equation approach will prove to be useful for the

discussion of the transversal index problem for foliations. Another application

is given in [RT], where an almost Lie foliation structure is deformed to a Lie

foliation structure by the heat flow method.

We wish to contrast this discussion of the heat equation in transversal ge-

ometry with the heat flow along the leaves of A?. The latter is defined by the

leafwise Laplacian A0 . A deRham-Hodge decomposition for this leafwise ellip-

tic operator has been established in [AT] for an appropriately defined Sobolev

space of forms on M.

Acknowledgments. The authors are indebted to I. D. Berg, R. Carroll, F. Kam-

ber, P. Newton, T. Ting, and the referee for helpful comments.

2. Calculus in Q.b

The ingredients for the calculus in £lB are as follows [KT1, KT2]. Let

v e QB be the transversal (closed) volume form associated to the transver-

sal holonomy invariant Riemannian metric gQ. The characteristic form x?

of AAF is the p-form (p = dimension of leaves) given by x& = *v > expressed

in terms of the star operator associated to gM . The Riemannian volume form
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p e Çl"M is then given by p = v A Xgr ■  These forms define the compatible

orientations used throughout this paper.

The Weingarten map W(Z): L -+ L for Z e TL± is given by W(Z)X =

-n (V^Z) for X eTL, where VM denotes the Riemannian connection

of gM, and n the tangential projection to L with kernel L± . The mean

curvature 1-form zc is then defined by zc(Z) = TrlV(Z) for Z e TL"1 and

k(X) = 0 for X eTL (the factor 1/p has been suppressed throughout). x&

and zc are related by Rummler's formula

(2.1 ) dxgr + k A x? — 0   m°d y-trivial forms,

i..e, modulo forms evaluating to zero on p-vectors in /\p L.

To give an alternative formulation of (2.1 ), consider the filtration [KT1, (2.1 )]

Frnm = {œe nm\i(xx)- ■ ■ i(xm_r+x)co = 0}

for Xx, ... , Xm_r+X e TL.   This decreasing filtration breaks off above the

codimension q of AF. The ^-trivial (p + r)-forms are precisely Fr+ £f+r.

Thus (2.1) is equivalent to

(2.2) dx^ + KAX^ = <P0eF2Qp+l.

We assume throughout that zc e £lB . This implies dK = 0 [KT2, Appendix].

The star operator *: QrB —► ¿lB~r associated to gQ is related to the star

operator * : QrM —> £ïlfr associated to gM by the formulas

(2.3) *a=(-lfq-r) *(ahx<?),

(2.4) *a = *a A Xsr

for a e QB. The global scalar product ( ,  ) on QrM restricts on £ÏB to the

expression

(a , a')B = /   a A *a A Xgr-
J M

With respect to this scalar product, the formal adjoint ôB: £ÏB -+ ¿ïr~    of

dB = d\ÇlB is given on a e QB by [KT1, (4.14)]

(2.5) ôBa = (-lfr+l)+i*(dB-KA)*a.

This is where the hypothesis of a basic mean curvature zc is involved. The basic

Laplacian is then AB = âBdB + dBôB .

3.   A„  AND COMPLETE ORTHOGONAL SYSTEM FOR  L  (Í2„)

The idea in [KT2] is to study AB by constructing a strongly elliptic extension

by

-I
À: Qru -» QrM . Let 3: ilf —► Q.rM ' be the formal adjoint of d, which is given

- .     ,,«(r+l) + l        ,
oca = (-1) * d * co.
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The relation between da and ôBa for a e QrB is then given by [KT2, Propo-

sition 3.3]

(3.1) Sa = ôBa + *y(a),

where
/ \     i   i \(p+i)(r+')+?'--y(a) = (-lY *aAtp0.

Let y: Q.rM -» ß^~r+1 be the bounded linear operator given by [KT2, (3.11)]

(3.2) y(co) = (-lf+X){p+r)+X ̂ (coAx^Acp,,

and i) : QrM —► ÇlrM the differential operator of order one or less given by [KT2,

(3.7)]

(3.3) fj(co) = *y(dco) + d *y(co).

Using the ordinary Laplacian A = AM : QrM —► iïM, now let

(3.4) À = A-ij:QrM^CirM.

Then À satisfies by [KT2, (3.6)]

(3.5) Ä|Qß = AB.

The main feature of the extension À of AB is that it differs from the ordinary

Laplacian A by lower order terms (the correction term f¡(co) is of order one or

less). In particular the symbol is unchanged and À is strongly elliptic. We use

the existence of À in the proof of the following result.

3.6.    Proposition. There exists a complete orthonormal system   (COS) for

L (ÇÏB), consisting of smooth eigenforms of AB in £ÏB .

Proof. First we note the obvious identities

(ABa ,ß) = (a, ABß), (Aßa, a) = || VÈ + H VÈ

for a, ß e ÇlrB , which imply that AB defines a symmetric, positive operator

AB: D(AB) = ClBe L2(iiB) - L2(QB).

We consider the symmetric operator Ax = AB +1,

Ax:D(Ax) = ÇiBcL2(ÇiB)^L2(QB),

which is semibounded from below with lower bound 1, i.e.,

2
(A,«*, a) > \\a\\L2    foraeQB.

Let A(   denote the Friedrichs extension of A, [CO, p. 11]

A^:D(AFx)cL2(nB)^L2(nB),

which by definition is the adjoint A* of A, restricted to the domain D(A^) =

D(A*)nHx . Here Hx denotes the Hubert space completion of QB with respect

to the scalar product

(a,ß)x = (Axa,ß)    fora,ßeQB.
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Note that since

2 2 2 2
IHIi = (AiQ> ot) = \\dBa\\L2 + \\ôBa\\L2 + \\a\\L2,

the new norm || ||, is equivalent to the Sobolev //j-norm on Qß ; hence

Hx=Hx(ClB).

It follows from its construction that the Friedrichs extension Af is still sym-

metric and surjective, and hence selfadjoint. Furthermore, since A1 has the

same lower bound 1 as A, , A, is also injective. Hence we have the selfadjoint

inverse

GFX = (Af )-' : R(AFX) = L2(QB) -» D(AFX) c L2(dB),

which is a bounded map into D(AX ). Since by Rellich's lemma the inclusion

Hx = HX(QB) <-> L (QB) is compact, the composition

GF:L2(ÇlB)^L2(nB)

p
is a compact selfadjoint operator. Thus Gx has eigenvalues \px\ > \p2\ > ■ ■ ■ j

0 with corresponding eigenforms {ipf constituting a COS for L (QB) [GL,

p. 43].
We prove now that the \p¡ are smooth eigenforms of AB .  First note that

p p p _i
Gx y/¡ = p¡\p¡ implies that \p¡ e D(AX ) c HX(QB) and Aj y/¡ = p¡ \p¡. Now

consider the elliptic operator Àj = À + /, and let Â* denote its formal adjoint.

Then we observe by the definition of distribution derivatives and (3.5) that for

any a e Qfi

(À, y/¡, a) = ((//., Ä*a> = (y/¡, A,q) = (Af ip,, a) = ÍP~l V,, a) \

that is, ((Â, - p~lI)ip¡, a) = 0 for any a e fis . Note that (À, - p~lI)\p¡ e

H_x(£iB), the completion of QB with respect to the Sobolev H^-norm || !!_;

on QB defined by

II«!!.! =sup{|<«,>s>||||^||1 < i, ßenB}.

Since the pairing ( , ) : H_X(QB) x HX(QB) —► R is continuous and nondegen-

erate, it then follows that \p¡ satisfies the elliptic equation

(Ax-p-yI)xpi = 0.

This implies the regularity of \p¡ [GL, p. 23]; that is, y/¡ e ClM and hence

\pt e Hx (ClB)nQM . Since by [KT2, Corollary 4.14] we have Hx (nB)r\QM = £lB ,

this implies \p¡ e QB. Now Axy/¡ = pf \pt implies by (3.5) that ABy/¡ = X¡y/¡

with Xl = p~l - I .   D

Note that since AB is a positive operator, we have X¡ > 0. From \px\ >

\p2\ > ■ ■ ■ I 0 it follows that 0<A,<A2<-îco (except of course for the

case of a finite-dimensional QB , an exception we will not point out repeatedly).

Furthermore, the multiplicities of the eigenvalues X¡ cannot increase too rapidly

by the following fact.
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3.7. Lemma. Let 0 < Xx <X2< ■ ■ ■ 1 oo be the eigenvalues of AB in £ÏB . Then

there exists a constant C > 0 and an exponent ô > 0 such that A ■ > C • j ,

provided j > j0 is large.

This is proved by the same argument as in [GL, p. 44].

4. Heat equation

For a given initial r-form a0 e ClrB, we consider the initial value problem

for the heat equation on £lrB :

(4.1 ) —a(x,t) = -ABa(x, t),     lima(x, t) = a0(x).

We are going to prove that (4.1) has a unique solution a(x, t) e £ÏB, t > 0,

which is given in terms of the fundamental solution erB(x, y, t) of the basic

heat operator LB = d/dt + AB , to be constructed below, by

(4.2) a(x,t)=      erB(x,y,t)A *aQ(y).
J M

For (x, y, t) e M x M x (0, <x>) we define

oo

(4.3) eB(x,y, t) = £VV </,-(*) ® xpfy) e ¡\ T*XM ® f\ T*yM,
i=i

where {wfi%x is a COS for L (ÇÏB) consisting of smooth eigenforms y/¡ of

AB corresponding to the eigenvalues X¡ (Proposition 3.6).

4.4. Proposition. erB(x, y, t) is a well-defined smooth double form ofbidegree

(r, r) on M x M, depending smoothly on the parameter t > 0.

Proof. Let k and 5 be positive integers such that 2s > k + n/2. Then, by the

a priori coercive estimate for Ä combined with the Sobolev embedding lemma,

we get the fundamental estimate

||^.||c* < C(||ÄV,||Li + WVíWl*) < C(l+Xsf.

Note also that for t > 0 and X > 0 we have the estimate

-tX.s ^ ¿—S/^t  \   -tX/2
e    X < t   C(s)e

By applying these two inequalities to the RHS in (4.3), we get the following

estimate:
oo

(4.5) \\erB(x, y, í)||c, < rs{k)C(k) £e~a-/2.

i=i

But by Lemma 3.7, for large j > j0, we have also the estimate X   > C • ;'

for some C > 0 and ô > 0. This implies that the series on the RHS of (4.5)

can be bounded by (some constant multiple of) the series Yl°t\ e~''J ^ > which

converges absolutely for each t > 0. Since k is arbitrary, this shows that

eB(x, y, t) is a well-defined smooth (r, r)-form on M x M x (0, co).   D
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Note that the integrand in (4.2) is a double form of bidegree (r, zz), which

integrates for fixed x and t to an element in pf T*M. It is now verified

without difficulty that a(x, t) in (4.2) gives rise to a solution of the initial

value problem (4.1).

For a e £lB and t > 0 we now define

(4.6) [PB(t)a](x)=      eB(x,y,t)A*a(y) = J£de~X,t(a,y/i)By/l(x).

JM ¡=x

Note that PB{t): SlB —► QB for all t > 0. Moreover PB(t) is a symmetric

operator for all t > 0 :

(4.7) (PB(t)a,ß)B = (a,PB(t)ß)B    for a, ßeQrB.

In fact, let f(s, t) = (PB(t)a, PB(s)ß)B . Then

§¡fit, s) = {^-tPB(t)a,PB(s)ß^   = (-ABPB(t)a, PB(s)ß)B

= (PB(t)a, -ABPB(s)ß)B = (pB(t)a, Y/Bis)ß)   = §-sfiit, s).

It follows that fi(t,s) is a function of t + s. For 5 = 0 this yields the desired

result in the form f(t, 0) = f(0, t).
For a given co0 e £lrM , we can also consider the initial value problem for the

heat equation on CÏM :

(4.8) n~(°(x ' *) = ~Â<y(x, t),    lim co(x, t) = co0(x).

It is well known, see, e.g., [GR], that the fundamental solution erM(x, y, t) for

the heat operator d/dt + A exists, and that the unique solution of (4.8) is given

by

(4.9) co(x, t) = /  erM(x, y, f) A *co0(y).
JM

For co e QrM and / > 0 let

(4.10) [P(t)co](x)= f erM(x,y,t)A*co(y).
JM

This defines P(t): QrM —► Q'M. The following result may be considered a

parabolic analog of Hadamard's descent method for hyperbolic equations [H].

4.11. Invariance Theorem,  (i) If aeQrB, then P(t)a e CÏB for all t>0.

(ii) P(t)\ClB = PB(t) fiorall t>0.

Proof. For a given a e flB , we have a solution PB(t)a of (4.1), and a solution

P(t)a of (4.8). Since PB(t)a e QB and A|QB = AB , it follows that PB(t)a is

also a solution of (4.8). By the uniqueness of the solution to (4.8), it follows

that P(t)a = PB(t)a . This proves (i) and (ii).   D
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4.12. Corollary. The solution to the initial value problem (4.1) is unique.  In

particular, PB(t) has the semigroup property

PBÍh) ° PBÍh) = pbÍ{i + h)   f°r h>ti> 0.

It is now easy to prove the following supplementary fact:

(4.13) aeQ.B,        dBa = 0^dB(PB(t)a) = Oforallt>0.

Proof. By assumption dBPB(0)a = dBa = 0.   We show that dBPB(t)a is a

solution of the heat equation (4.1). Namely

^dBPB(t)a = dB (¿¡Wo) = dBi-ABPBit)a) = -ABdBPB(t)a.

By the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem (4.1), it follows

that dBPB(t)a = 0 for all t > 0.   a

5. Long time behavior of solutions

We now examine PB(t)a for a e QB in its dependence on t.

5.1. Lemma. Let a e QrB . Then \\PB(t)a\\ is a nonincreasing function of t for

t>0.

Proof. We have

j-t\\PB(t)a\\2 = 2{jtPB(t)a, PB(t)a^l = -2(AßPB(t)a, PB(t)a)

= -2[\\dBPB(t)a\\2 + \\âBPB(t)a\\2]<0.   D

Next we turn to the discussion of the behavior of PB(t)a for t —> co.

5.2. Theorem. Let aetfB.

(i) PB(t)a converges uniformly for f\oo.

(ii) HBa = limnoo PB(t)a 6 £lB is AB-harmonic.

Proof, (i) By Lemma 5.1, there exists lim,Too H^^aH2 = a > 0. But by Corol-

lary 4.12 and (4.7)

\\PB(t + 2h)a-PB(t)a\\2

= \\PB(t + 2h)af + \\PB(t)a\\2 - 2(PB(t + 2h)a, Pb(t)a)

= \\PB(t + 2/z)a||2 + \\PB(t)a\\2 - 2\\PB(t + h)af,

which approaches 0 for t î co.  Thus {PB(t)a}t>0 has the Cauchy property,

hence converges in L2(£lrB) for t î co.

To prove uniform convergence, we fix h > 0. Then we have for all t e (0, oo)

and x e M

\PB(t + 2h)a - PB(t + h)a\(x) = \PB(h)(PB(t + h)a - PB(t)a)\(x)

= I / eB(x ,y,h)A *(PB(t + h)a - PB(t)a)(y)
\Jm

<sup\\eB(x,-,h)\\-\\PB(t + h)a-PB(t)a\\,
x€M
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which goes to 0 for / î co by the preceding observation. It follows that PB(t)a

converges uniformly on Af for î î co. We define HBa as this uniform limit.

(ii) To prove that HBa is Ab-harmonic, we observe first that for fixed t > 0

\PB(t + h)a - PB(t)HBa\(x) = \PB(t)(PB(h)a - HBa)\(x)

< sup \\eB(x, ■, OH • \\PBih)a - HBa\\,
xeM

which implies for h ] co .

0 = lim(PB(t + h)a - PB(t)HBa) = HBa - PB(t)HBa.
n\oo

Hence we have the invariance property

(5.3) PB(t)HBa = HBa.

It now follows from (5.3) that

ABHBa = ABPB(t)HBa = -^PB(t)HBa = -§¡HBa = 0

and HBa is indeed AB-harmonic.   D

Note that since A\Q.B = AB, the AB-harmonic forms ß?B form a subspace

of the finite-dimensional space ^ of Â-harmonic forms. Thus J^ is itself

finite-dimensional.

For a e £2g define now

/■OO

(5.4) GBa(x)=        (PB(t)a-HBa)(x)dt.
Jo

5.5. Lemma.  GBa is well defined, and GBae£ïB.

Proof. Let k = dim^r.   Then in (4.3) we have Xx = ••• = Xk = 0 and

«//■,, ... , \pk e %AB . It follows from (4.6) that

k

HBa = jim/yOa = 5^(V/. a>ß^    in nB -
;=1

since the contribution of the positive eigenvalues Xk+X < Xk+2 <•■•  disappears

for t î co . Hence we have

oo

PB(t)a-Hba= J2 e^X,'(ipi,a)By/i   in fig.
i=k + \
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For fixed h > 0, and each x e M, t e (0, oo) we then have

\PB(t + h)a - HBa\(x) = \PB(h)(PB(t)a - HBa)\(x)

= \[ eB(x,y,h)A *(PBit)a - HBa)(y)
I'M

<(^wp\\erB(x,-,h)\\y\\(PB(t)a-HBa)\\

oo

J2 e~Xi'(Wi^)Bip¡= c

< ce

=/c+l

Y,(Vi>a'BVi < dalle
-J*+i'

It follows that

rt+hrt+n rl+n

/      (PB(t + h)a-HBa)(x)dt\< \PB(t + h)a - HBa\(x)dt
Jo Jo

f "
<c\\a\\-

Jo

-K^t

Since the last term converges as t\ co, it follows that the RHS in (5.4) exists as

a limit for t \ co of /0', uniformly in x . Since the integrand is a basic r-form

for each t, it follows that GBa e QB .   D

Finally we calculate, using the harmonicity of HBa,

/•OO /-OO

ABGBa = AB /    (PB(t)a - HBa) dt = /     AB(PB(t)a - Hßa) dt
Jo Jo

= j~(ABPB(t)a)dt = j™ (-lLpB(t)c?) dt

= lim.Pn(/)a - UmPJt)a = a - H „a.

The identity

(5.6) a = AßGBa + HBa

completes now the proof of the theorem stated in the Introduction,   o
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